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Union Building To Get Steel Allocation
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Air Attack
Drill Coming
As Surprise

Delivery Of 2nd Quarter
Allotment In April Will
Prevent Further Delays

Three Short Blasts
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Other Control Items Are Expected
To Arrive During The Third Quarter

Civilian defense reflexes of the
University of Maine community
will be tested soon, when a mock
air raid strikes Penobscot County.

BY BILL MATSON
• Structural steel for the Union Building is now assured.
As a result, construction on this major addition to the University
of Alaine campus will soon be moving ahead at full speed.
The long-sought allocation of the steel was made last week by
the Division of Civilian Education of the United States Office of
Education. This same office had
previously turned down a request
that the steel be allocated for the
first quarter of the year.

An alert, without warning, is scheduled for the latter part of this month.
Prof. Harry D. Watson, chairman
of the University's safety committee,
said that the Office of Maine Civilian
Defense and Public Safety has announced that there will be no yellow
In January, however, the office alor preliminary warning to alert key
located enough steel for the second
personnel when the air raid is staged.
quarter to assure the completion of the
first floor of the building.
Red Warning First
The University is expecting delivery
The red warning signifying "immePresident Greg Macfarlan of the
on other control items, including tin
diate attack" will be the signal for
GLneral
Student Senate announced
and copper, during the third quarter
quick action. This signal will be three
this week that Gerald J. Grady has
of
the
year.
short blasts of the heating plant whisbeen selected as advisor for the Senate.
Word Of The Allotment
tle. The signal will be repeated over
Grady
is an assistant professor in
Word that the allotment had been
a three-minute period.
government.
granted came from University Business
The "all clear" signal will be three,
The Senate's choice for this imHelen D. Taylor, who will do the interior decoration of the
Manager, Henry L. Doten, following
one-minute blasts of the whistle with
portant
position came after several
Union
Building,
a
and
Raymond
talk
with
John
H.
Kibler
Fogler,
of
chairman
the
of
Conthe
two minutes of silence between each
weeks of discussion. The Senate has
Union
Building
fund
solidated
campaign,
Contractors,
discuss
the
Inc.,
-Proud
History
the
conof
blast.
been without an advisor since early
Maine" theme.
struction firm.
Photo by Marcoux
When the signal is given indicating
According to Kibler, the mill that is November when the terms of last
immediate air attack each individual
supplying the steel for the building as- year's advisors ended.
must take action for self-protection
John Stewart, Dean of Men. and
sured his firm that all the structural
wherever he may be. No time will be
steel needed to complete the first floor Edith Wilson, Dean of Women, were
available to seek a designated shelter.
of the building would arrive by April. co-advisors last year.
"Individuals should familiarize themKibler also reported that he expects
President Macfarlan said that the
selves with the proper actions to take
subsequent shipments will be received Senate was particularly pleased to
in various situations," said 'Watson.
Reginald Kell, called by Life MagaProof that the Stuant Union in sufficient time to cause no delay in have a man with Prof. Grady's backThere will be a meeting of all air zine "the finest of all the world's Building is progressing more rapidly the building operations.
ground in government as its advisor.
raid wardens in the Louis Oakes Room players on the clarinet," will be the than ever before came with the ap- Construction Continued
He is department advisor of the
at 7 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 14, to discuss featured artist in the third of the Uni- pearance here Monday of a noted colAfter a long period of fund-raising, Juniors and Seniors in government
their phase of the "attack" work.
versity Concert Series. Kell and his or consultant, artist, and designer who active construction on the building be- and is past advisor to the Politics and
In case of an immediate attack with Chamber Players will appear Wednes- has started preliminary work on the gan on July 24, 1951.
International Relations Club. He is
Work continued on the building dur- secretary-treasurer of
no warning:
day, Feb. 13, at 8:15 p.m. in the Me- interior decorating of the building.
the local branch
Helen D. Taylor, a free lance color ing the summer and through the early of the American Association of United
If at home: Drop to floor. Get un- morial Gymnasium. The Chamber
der bed or heavy table.
Players were scheduled in place of the and design specialist, visited the cam- part of the fall. In September, 1951. Professors.
If at work: Drop to floor. Get Longine Symphonette whose engage- pus along with Raymond Fogler to however, the University announced
under desk or work bench.
ment was recently canceled. The doors attend a meeting of the Student Union that work would have to be curtailed
Building Committee of which Fogler (luring the winter months because of
If at school: Drop to floor out of will open at 7 p.m.
the lack of steel.
line of windows.
Kell is British by birth, but has lived is chairman.
At that time, it was expected that
If in the open: Drop to ground or in the United States since 1948. A
Mrs. Taylor is the color and design
dive for cover. Bury face in arms. clarinetist since the age of 15, Kell consultant for the W. T. Grant Co. work would stop when the foundation
If in a vehicle: Drop to floor. Bury was made a professor at the Royal Her services have beun made avail- walls were completed. in October, erg.d.izations wishing to secure
fare in arms.
Ale to the University through the however, the University decided to go dates for stag dances for the coming
Academy of Music at 25.
ahead with the brickwork on the build- schcI year should apply in W riting
courtesy
of that company.
After two years at the Royal Acadeing as far as possible ‘vithout placing to the Social Affairs Committee. 207
Grant's is not the only job that this
my he left to play first clarinet with
the steel girders.
Library. before Tlmrsday. May I.
(Continued on Page Two)
(Continued on Page Two)
(Continued on Page Two)
Dates will be assigned in the order
f receipt of the application. HowThe campus Blood Drive came
ever. special consideration will be
nearer to reality this week when it
given those organizations that did not
was announced that a Red Cross
have a date during the preferential
The Varsity Singers, Modern Dance
mobile blood unit would reach Bangor
The following University members "Dark Eyes." Members of the trio period from the opening I school in
Club. Maine Masque and individual will be on the program.
within a month.
are Hilda Lesch (violin), Jean Dolloff the fall to Homecoming.
Mrs. Stella Parsons, executive di- faculty and student entertainers will
Joanne Spicker will open the Uni- (cello), and Elizabeth
Hopkins
(lector of the Penobscot County Red participate in a March of Dimes versity part of the show with a read- (piano).
Cross Chapter, said she hoped to an- benefit variety show at the Orono ing of "The Mountain Whippoorwill" "She'll Be Comin' Round the Moun- S.R.A. President Nornes
nounce dates of the bloodmobile's cam- Town Hall Saturday night at 8 p.m. by Benet.
tain" as danced by Phyllis Bean. Joyce
With the exception of the master William Sleeper, instructor in music, Hobbs. Jane McInnis. Melissa Parker. Brotherhood Committee
pus visits within a week.
She said that permission forms for of ceremonies, Bill Casey, and the will render two piano selections. He Lorraine Skolfield. Jane Stevens. and
SRA President Pat Dionne said
students under 18 would soon he re- Orono High School glee clubs, the has chosen "Allegro from Toccata in Martha Wyman will follow.
this week that Heinz S. Fahrenkamp,
leased to the University's Blood Drive entire program is made up of Univer- G Major" by Bach and "Passacaglia" Joan Blanchard will present a solo
an exchange student from Germany:
sity students and faculty members.
Committee.
by Piston.
dance to "Sweet Betsy from Pike." Sandra Glorsky, president of
East
Under the chairmanship of Mrs.
A trio of co-ed musicians will play followed by "Hot Tomatoes" as danced
West Hall and Barbara A. Brown
Joseph
R. LaBeati. the program is be- "Waltz in A Major," and "Calm as by Patricia Hashey and Jeanne LeAshley S. Campbell, dean of the
will serve as the Brotherhood Week
College of Technology, has been se- ing sponsored by The Church of Uni- the Night" by Ftrahms, followed by veille.
Committee. The committee will name
versal Fellowship in Orono.
the anonymous Russian gypsy air.
lected as sophomore class adviser.
(Continued en Pow nee)
its own chairman.

Gerald Grady
Named General
Senate Adviser

Kell Ensemble
Here Feb. 13

Noted Designer
Starts On Union

Dcfnce Applications
To Be In By May I

Blood Drive Ccnies
Nearer To Reality

Students Will Star In March Of Dimes Benefit
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Students Star
In March Of
Dimes Benefit
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Union Building Gets Kell Ensemble
Structural Steel
Concert
Allocation In April To Give

Here Feb. 13

(Continued from Page One)

Continued from Page One)

(Continued from Page One)
At the Homecoming this past fall,
Peabody,
Myron
C.
president
of
the
The Modern Dance Club, under the
the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra.
dinctimi of Prof. Eileen Cassidy, will University's General Alumni AssociaWhen Sir Thomas Beecham formed
entertain with "Country Style." Mem- tion, presided at the official dedication the London Philharmonic in 1932, Kell
bers of the group are Constance Berry, of the building.
was at the first clarinet desk. It was at
Joan Blanchard, Sally Brackley, RoseAt that time, hundreds of students, about this time that Kell started to
mary Carlin, Patricia Hashey, Mari- alumni, and friends of the University make revisions in his playing style,
lyn Hill. Sally Keach, Nancy Kelley, saw President Arthur A. Hauck and favoring more expressive freedom inNancy Knowles, Jeanne Leveille, and Greg Macfarlan, president of the Gen- stead of the confining style which was
Phyllis Noyes.
eral Senate, apply the mortar for the then common.
A cello-piano duet composed of Jean cornerstone of the building.
A financial disagreement with
Dolloff and Elizabeth Hopkins will
Into the hollow of the stone were Beecham terminated Kell's stay with
render "Serenade Badine" by Gabriel- placed records of present times for the London Philharmonic. After this
some unknown future date when the he limited his appearances to solo work
Marie.
Following a ten-minute intermission stifle may be uncovered.
and some free lancing with British
Masque players Bill White, Dick Opening Still Uncertain
orchestras until the outbreak of the
New dick, and Joanne San Antonio
At the beginning of the active con- war. In August of 1939 Kell played
will offer a "stylized" one-act play struction work, the University tenta- first clarinet under Toscanini at the Inentitled "Box and Cox." Jeanette tively set next fall for the opening of ternational Music Festival in Lucerne.
Pratt will direct.
at least the first floor of the building. During the war years Kell worked for
The program will close with five
As yet, there is no definite statement the BBC and later for the Liverpool
numbers sung by the Varsity Singers. whether or not this opening will be Philharmonic. This was his last time
under the direction of James G. Sel- postponed. If work can progress with- as an orchestral musician. Said Kell,
wood, instructor in music. The songs out delay once it starts in April, the "When you have to play the same
are "Dr. Foster" by Hughes, "Come time first set by the University may be Beethoven symphony six different
to Me in My Dreams" by Cain, "Scan- realized.
ways under six different conductors it
dalize my Name" by Pitcher, "Come
gets to be pretty trying.
Thou. 0 My Beloved" by Myerbeer, Congratulations! Our other readOther members of the Kell group
and "There is Nothin' Like a Dame" ers would like to know about it, too. are Isidore Cohen and Gabriel Banat,
by Rodgers.
Ext. 52.
violins; Paul Doktor, viola; Helen
Bullis, cello; and Joel Rosen, piano.
Concert tickets may be obtained at
ROYAL TYPEWRITERS
the Treasurer's office Monday and
Rentals — Sales — Service
Tuesday, Feb. 11 and 12, and at
Charles E. Crossland's office, Room 76
Library between 9:30 a.m. and 4 p.m.
I

Helen D. Taylor
To Decorate
Union Interior

Keylor Typewriter Exchange

47 Park St., Bangor

Phone 9705

(Continued from Page One)

REGINALD KELL

••

Maine Cub Well-Baby Clinic

M.L. French &Son
196 Exchange St.
Bangor
ARROW DEALER IN BANGOR

Sponsored by Mrs. Maine Club

talented free lance designer is busy
with. She does interior coloring for
many large industrial buildings as
well as the Sears Roebuck Co. She
has served as director of the color bureau of the Tanner's Council of America, which includes all the tanneriein the United States.
Mrs. Taylor is a graduate of the
Philadelphia School of Design. She
did further study at the Pennsylvania
Academy of Fine Arts. Earlier in her
career she worked with such famous
painters as Arthur Cartes, Earl Horter. Daniel Garber. and Henry McCarter.
She is no stranger to the State of
Maine either, having spent 24 summers at Winter Harbor. She will.
however, admit rather reluctantly ttiat
this was her first visit to the University.
As for her first impressions of the
University, Mrs. Taylor felt that architecturally...."The University of
Maine has a simplicity and integrity
that is Maine."
According to present plans, the
theme of the coloring and other interior designs will be "The Proud
History of Maine."
Speaking of her coming task, the
Union Building, Mrs. Taylor said.
"The Union Building is a rich field of
opportunity to a colorist, and a grave
• responsibility to even have a small
part in anything that has the potential
of molding the taste of so many students."
The University is fortunate to have
such a woman handling the intricate
work that a job like this entails.

The purpose of the Maine Cub Well-Baby Clinic
is to immunize your children against disease. All
children of Students of University of Maine are
eligible to the age of 5 years.
OBJETS d' ART

Rice Trophy Is Theme
Of Next Guild Program
The University of Maine Radio
Guild will present "The Story of the
Charles Rice Trophy" over station
WLBZ Friday night, Feb. 8, at 10:30
p.m.
The original script by Warren Randell has been rewritten for radio presentation by Richard Schuman. David
Haskell is the director.
The script tells the story and significance behind the Charles Rice Trophy. The permanent Rice Trophy is
the annual award which will be presented to the winning fraternity in the
Charles Rice Division of the Intramural Track Meet. The track meet
1vihl be held Saturday, Feb. 9.

Check Belo..
Shots
Whooping cough

Diphtheria
Tetanus
Booster

Vaccination
Physical

Dr. Fellows—Pediatrician
Mail to

•

Mrs. Lois Wiles, R.N.

Zipper Trouble?

130 Forest Ave.-7

We repair and replace zippers
on any garment, sleeping.
bags and leather-goods.
Knitted parts on all jackets
replaced. Relinings.
ZIPPERS FOR SALE.

Orono, Maine
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ARROW PAR, widespread soft collar
GORDON DOVER, oxford button-down
ARROW VALENTINE RED TIES
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SHIRT AND DRY CLEANING SERVICE
On Campus every day
•
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Men's Clothing
Repair Shop

77 Broad St., Bangor. Maine
•
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Brown & White Paper Co.
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Sorority To Hold
Benefit Card Party

Baron Stresses Import
Of Arab-Jewish Strife
The Baron Hans De Meiss-Teuffen
termed the Arab-Jewish struggle the
most important in the Middle East in
his speech in the Louis Oakes Room
Sunday. January 20. He called the
situation there "jittery and tense" although there is no actual fighting between the Arab States and Israel at
this time.
The world traveler also discussed
the Anglo-Egyptian struggle over the
Suez Canal. Nfeiss-Teuffen said that
England's recognition of King Farouk
of Egypt as King of the Sudan was a
possible solution to the problem.
Dean Edith (;. Wilson spoke to a
group of University of Maine alumnae
in Boston last Friday. Her subject
was "The University Today."

TYPING DONE AT
HOME
REASONABLE RATES
Contact Mrs. Jack Smith
24 Pierce St., Orono
Phone 346

Bangor
;hop)
CAREER OPPORT1 NITI
as

LIFE UNDERWRITER

148

Degrees Given
To 95 In Rites
At'52 Midyear

Fraternities and dormitories have
been busy this week nominating candidates for the King and Queen of the
Winter Carnival.
The top four men and women, who
receive the most votes from the dorms
and fraternities, will be the candidates
for King and Queen honors in a campus-wide election to be held the week
before the Carnival.
The candidates will be announced
in next week's Campus.
The 1952 Royal Couple will be announced at the skating pageant Friday
evening before the Intramural Ball.
The coronation will take place during
the Ball.
Tom Fogler and Harrison Richardson, publicity men of the Carnival,
have announced that a change in
Finalists in the intramural debate tournament were (1. to r.) Raymond A. Cox, Dana Devoe
earlier plans has been made and a
Philip Nectow (sitting). and Theodore E. Durst. Cox and Nectow won over Durst and Devoe,
theme for the snow sculpture will be
former state high school champs.
in order.
Photo by Marcozir
The theme will be a take-off on
members of the faculty. Thus, the stuEducation Heads To Play
dents still have a good chance to use Dean Deering Heads
their imaginations in the sculpturing Top UNESCO Committee
Key Roles At Meeting
contest.
Arthur
L.
Deering,
Dean
of
AgriDean Mark Shibles and Dr. Frank
Another event of the big week end
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority will
has been announced. A ski-tog dance culture, was chairman of an important
C. Foster of the University of Maine
will be held in the Memorial Gym committee at the Third National Con- sponsor a benefit student-faculty card School of Education will play promiSaturday evening with ski pictures ference of the United Nations Edu- party and food sale on Saturday. Feb. nent parts in the national convention
being shown during the intermission cational, Scientific, and Cultural Or- 9, from 2 to 4:30 p.m. in the North of the Association for Supervision and
of the dance. The general carnival ganization held at New York City, Estabrooke downstairs dining room. Curriculum Development at Boston,
ticket will be the only required admis- January 27 to 31 inclusive. The com- Admission for those wishing to play Feb. 10-14.
sion.
mittee was a work group on Rural cards will be 30 cents, tax included.
Both will serve as special consulThe general ticket is the admission and Farm Organization.
The proceeds from the card party tants for the discussion groups which
for students to all the carnival events.
Among other things, the conference will be used to aid the frontier nursing are held each day during the annual
except the Intramural Ball. Separate considered the chief obstacles that service in
Kentucky which is a part of convention.
admission is charged for the Ball. must be overcome by the educational the sorority's philanthropic
program.
The price of the general ticket is 50 system of the United Nations in its This nursing
We want to know about your acservice provides for
cents. These tickets will be on sale effort to advance cause of peace.
tivities.
Ext. 52.
medical care.
throughout the campus prior to the
Carnival.
•
OUR LATEST OrTSTANDIING SCREEN HITS

jacket•

DWARE
ARIETY
., Maine
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Winter Carnival
Monarchs Now
Being Selected

1(14.

ARK'S"
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(Management Possibilit ie.)

Massachusetts Mutual Life
Insurance Company
(Serving Maine since 1852)
If you have contacts in Southern Maine and you would like
t an intere•ting
PI) learn al
and profitable career. i ill.to:
CECIL S. WOODBREY '41
General Agent
Massachusetts Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Room 604 Masonic Building
415 Congress Street
Portland 3, Maine

NE11 ENGLAND THEATRES, Inc
BANGOR
Feb. 7,8,9
"HE RAN ALL THE WAY"
John Garfield. Shelly Winters
Feb. 10, 11, 12,13
"ROOM FOR ONE MORE"
Cary Grant. Betsy Drake

BIJOU
ItANG411111
Feb. 6, 7,8
"THE MAN WITH THE
CLOAK"
Joseph Cotten. Barbara
Stanwyck. Louis Calhern
Feb. 9, 10. 11. 12
"I WANT YOU"
Dana Andrews, Dorothy
McGuire, Farley Granger,
Peggy Dow

PARK

I

Gold Dust's Begonia is making
good marks at the University of
Maine. Begonia, a 7-year-old Guernsey cow, now has to her credit 12,780
pounds of milk and 646 pounds of
butterfat, in 730 milkings.
Her producing record is twice the
average production record for cows in
this country.
Begonia's sire is McDonald Farms'
Gold Dust.

This is LEAP YEAR!
'52!

TRIA
5

VALENTINE giving
is up to YOU!

OlIGNO

Wed. & Thurs., Feb.6, 7
Double Feature
Richard Derr. Barbara Rush
"WHEN WORLDS COLLIDE"
6:30-9:22
Plus
"WHIPHAND"
7:53
Elliott Reed. Carla lielerala

A handsome TIE
from FREESE'S Store
•

Costs only a dollar
or little more;
FREESE'S has so many

Fri. & Sat., Feb.8,9
Doris Day, Frank Lovejoy
"I'LL SEE YOU IN MY
DREAMS'
.
Sat. Matinee 2:30 ; 6:30-8:20

choice ones,
emu might give ALL your
favorite boys ones!

Sun.& Mon., Feb. 10, 11
Mark Stevens, Rhonda Fleming
"LITTLE EGYrr,
(Technicolor)
Also Short Subjects
Sun. Matinee 3:00;6:30-8:18

IBANGOII
Tuesday, Feb. 12
Feb. 6, 7
Brian Donlevy. Virginia Grey
"AN AMERICAN IN PARIS"
in Technicolor
"SLAUGHTER TRAIL"
Gene Kelly, I.eslie Caron,
(Color)
Oscar Levant, George Guetry,
Also Short Subjects.6:30-8:12
Foch
Nina
Joe Palooka in
Wed.& Thurs., Feb. 13, 14
"THE TRIPLE CROSS"
Double Feature
Feb. 8,9
Clifton Webh, Ann Francis
"TALES OF ROBIN HOOD"
"ELOPEMENT"
Robert Clark, Mary Ilatcher,
6:30-9:09
Paul Cavanaugh
Plus
"HEART OF THE ROCKIES"
J(K. K irk wood, J ames Gleason
Roy Roy Rogers, Penny
"TRIPLE CROSS"
Edwards. Gordon Jones
7:52
Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1:30 p.m. to
11:00
1-.04
.
4
,
,
•...../^1.-4,44

University Cow Setting
Records For Production

GIRLS!

•••••••••••••••••••••••••

OPERA HOUSE

Eighty-six bachelor degrees and
nine master degrees were awarded by
the University at the special midwinter commencement exercises Feb.
1, in the Women's Gym.
Dr. Kenneth C. M. Sills, president
of Bowdoin College, delivered the
commencement address.
Dr. Sills received a leather-bound
testimonial from Greg Macfarlan,
president of the General Student Senate.
The testimonial, from the student
body, was for Dr. Sills' "long and devoted services to education" which
"have not only enhanced the prestige
of Bowdoin College but have contributed greatly to the advancement of
education throughout the state."
In his address to the graduates, Dr.
Sills emphasized the need for relating
the work one does in college with that
in later life. He placed special emphasis on the obligation of citizenship,
an obligation not only to "render service in office" but "to exercise the right
of franchise."

SUPERBA, ARROW
11

AND OTHERS

$1
PL1 S OTHER TIES 1.50 to 3.50
MEN'S STORE

FREESE'S

I age Four

TIIE MAINE CAMPUS

Orono,

The Maine Campus

There has been a great deal of discussion in recent years
from the local to the national level as to the desirability of a
Universal Military Training Program. Such a program would
have a widespread effect on students in our colleges and universities. Perhaps it would be well for us to take a look at some of
the short-range and long-range changes which might take place
should UMT become a reality.
The present program for universal military service calls
for all young men 182 years of age who are not mentally or
physically defective to receive six months Universal Military
Training. After this six-month period, the trainee would be
placed in the active reserve for the next 18 months. This would
mean that he might or might not be called to active duty during
that period. After that two-year span, the youth would be required to remain in the inactive reserve for six more years.
Again he might be recalled to active duty at any time.
Opponents of UMT point out that our ambitious young men
wouldn't be able to enter college with any degree of certainty
of remaining there until they were 20 or 21 years of age. But it
is difficult to share the apprehension of those who believe that
these 24-25 year olds would have their lives irreparably damaged
by the handicap which their age would impose upon them after
graduation. One needs only to look at the fine records which
veterans of World War II have made both before and after
graduation to dispell that fear.
Undoubtedly our college enrollments would fall off considerably during the first year or two after the plan was implemented. But after that transitional period there is no apparent reason for any change in the number of college students.
Many people profess to be afraid of the moral problems
which UMT would create. It might be well to remind those
people that there has been no marked increase in moral delinquency in this country as a result of World War II. And there
were some 11 million men and women in the armed services at
that time.
It has also been pointed out that such a program might
create a feeling of militarism in this country which would have
devastating effects upon our society. That is a little hard to
take. With the exception of a very few, American soldiers have
always been citizen soldiers. Even the career men are for the
most part "wishing" out their enlistments so that they may return to "the good old life."
President James B. Conant of Harvard University may
have struck the keynote of the whole matter when he said recently that uncertainties in present military service policies, if
prolonged over many years,"may have serious consequences for
the nation."
And it would seem to grow increasingly easy to agree with
President Conant when he adds "It would have been better if
Congress last spring had enacted a universal military service
law."
At least that would have ended the uncertainty—and who
is to say that uncertainty is not the greatest wrong which we can
impose upon the youth of our country.
D.K.
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Wax Works
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DICK STEPH E.N

.1 Tribute To Glenn Miller. This is
the title of Jerry Grey's newest Decca
album, but it has turned out, in our
opinion, to be more of a tribute to
Jerry Grey than to Miller.
Grey was Miller's arranger several
years ago. He never wanted to "cash
in on Miller's reputation," but decided
to step in and produce some of the real
stuff "after all the new bands began
coming up with what they think is
Miller music." So Grey and Decca
Records teamed up to give us the
nearest thing to Glenn Miller music
since the days of the "Great Man"
himself.
Going down the line with first the
"A" sides and then the "B" sides, we
start with the St. Louis Blues. Not
the march version, this piece nevertheless retains the Miller-mark of a solid
sax section and muted brass in a slow
and moody beat.
Dipsy Doodle is handled as well by
Grey as it was by Miller. Smooth and
"tight," the old Miller style is kept,
but the modern touch has been added.

Shine On Harvest Moon has Jerry
again sounding like Miller, but with
that "new feeling" in his music.
Jerry Grey is the composer of Introduction To A Walt:, a number
which explodes with the solid jump
b.-at which so few bands ever achieve.
The whole thing leads up to six measures of waltz, with a smash ending.
On the reverse side is Jeep Jockey
Jump, with plenty of what the name
implies.
Next comes a stepped-up version of
Miller's famous Who's Sorry Now.
V. Hop is another medium jump
number which is short on melody but
long on rhythm and ensemble work,
both of which are specialties of the
Grey-Miller style.
Tops on the list of many pop music
lovers is Jerry. Grey's own Flag
Waver. This tune features the great
drumming of Don Lamond, who in
our book is headed for the top spot in
his field. With his work in Flag
Waver, he should reach his goal in
short order. Don't miss him.

One Small Gleam
Br HELEN JOTT N SON

What happens when ten perfect
strangers must work and live together
• • •
twenty-four hours a day? John Ertha.
a sophomore, found himself in that
Spring-warm rains have bared the yellowed lawn
situation when he spent the summer
And brought to view the most unpleasant sight.
on a Unitarian Service Committee
sponsored work project at a Harlem
Winter's soft white blanket is now gone,
youth center.
Mold the campus roads! It just ain't right.
The group, which was of college
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Walt Schurman age for the most part with the excepBUSINESS MANAGER
Mary Ellen Chalmers tion of the supervisors, was interracial
CM EDITOR
Bill Matson and came from a variety of family
backgrounds. During their eight weeks
EDITORIAL PAGE EDITOR
Doug Kneeland
stay in Harlem they worked on rePHOTOGRAPI1Y
Paul Mareoux, Roger Dupont modeling the Youth center, Red
DEPARTMENTAL EDITORS
Dana Warren (Sports). Shield Club, but the project was priFran Dion (Society) marily an experience in group living.
ADVERTISING MANAGER
Paul Dinsmore All decisions were made by the demoCARTOONIST
Nick Carter cratic process. No one person was
REPORTERS—Henry Berry, Dave Brezger, Stan Ferguson, Dave appointed leader at the beginning of
Getchell. Helen Johnson, Ellen Levinson, Bob Ostreicher, Perleston Pert, the session, but, according to Ertha,
Keith Ruff, Dick Schurman, Lenny Silver, Dick Stephens, Lois Welton, gradually it evolved that some memMarjorie Wylde, Art Traub, Rosemary Ferris.
bers of the group were better leaders
BUSINESS ASSOCIATES—Bryce McEwen, circulation manager; Ro- than others.
land Kneeland, Edward Coffin, Marjory Robbins, Bernard Gardner, Elden
When asked about Harlem itself
Wixson. circulation assistants; Bella Frazier, business secretary; Robert
Ertha said, "There is a great deal of
Goodell, David Fox, Richard Hardy, advertising assistants.

difference between the Harlem I expected to find and the Harlem I found."
He says that although there is still
discrimination in Harlem, the community is working hard to eliminate
it. Says Ertha, "Civil rights legislation with teeth in it is no pipe dream
in Harlem."
What can a handful of people do
to improve race relations? When
Ertha was asked this question he told
the following story: "I recall a scene
which occurred nightly during the
New England Regional Summer Conference at Star Island last summer. At
eleven o'clock we would have worship
services; I would watch the 'shoalers'
climb the winding path that led to the
chapel on the hill. The first man that
reached the hill always looked lonesome, standing there all alone with
his one light, but as he was slowly
joined by the rest of the 'shoalers' the
whole hillside became illuminated.
Then I realized that this great illumination was just one man holding a
light multiplied one hundred times."

The Louis Oakes Room was the site
of the General Senate meeting Tuesday night for the first time this year.
The next two Senate meetings (Feb.
19 and March 4) will also be held
there. This gives the students a chance
to see their major governing body in
action. Most of the Senate's bi-monthly meetings thus far have been in the
tiny committee room at Carnegie. The
last meeting of the Senate before the
Final exam period was held in President Hauck's office.
Helen Pendleton and Duke Walters
have been named co-chairmen in charge
of organizing the forthcoming Student
Public Forum. This Forum will give
the students an opportunity to view
the work accomplished at the two
Leadership Conferences.
Jan Boyce, chairman of the proposed conference on leadership in
Maine Colleges, told the Senate that
she has sent letters to Bates, Colby,
and Bowdoin. The conference is to be
a gathering of representatives from
Maine colleges to discuss methods of
improving student leadership. The last
gathering of this kind was held at
Bates three years ago. The Senate
hopes to revive the practice by holding
a conference here some time this year.
Paul Butler, Chip Moody, and Beverly
Pettengill have been named by Senate
president Greg Macfarlan to assist the
chairman.
The WSGA will elect a member to
the General Senate to replace Jeanne
Frye who is leaving for six weeks of
practice teaching.
The Senate was in complete agreement with Dr. David Trafford's Examination Committee's report.

Talent Finds Takers
The three-month-old Maine Masque
Talent Pool, headed by veteran
Masquers Bill White and Eini Riutta.
has concluded a short but successful
1951 season, and stands ready to provide entertainment for 1952's banquets.
parties, and meetings.
The group, which was organized to
encourage the development of talent
that has often remained latent for
lack of a suitable outlet, has already
entertained the Bangor and Old Town
Rotary Clubs, the Children of Mary
Club in Old Town, the Agricultural
Extension Service Banquet, the International Club, the Calico Ball, and
the Agricultural Banquet for the visiting foreign students. The Talent Po&
has also booked one of its acts. "Twil
Stars and a Couple of Glimmers," for
an appearance at the Intramural Ball.
The co-chairmen, White and
Riutta, would like to emphasize the
fact that free Talent Pool services are
available to anyone. Campus groups
will be given preference, but off-campus organizations may also apply for
entertainment.
Interested persons or groups may
get in touch with White at Phi Kapila
Sigma house and Miss Riutta at the
Elms.
Acts available at the moment include
song and dance teams, vocalists, a vocal trio, humorous and dramatic readers, a string quartet, and comedy
sketches. Any student who wishes to
become a part of the Talent Pool may
apply for an audition. Masque membership credits will be given to those
who participate.
In order to find time to line up and
rehearse suitable acts, the co-chairmen
have requested that they he given at
least two weeks notice before providing entertainment for any group.
MW.
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WALT SCHURMAN

"The University of Maine is willing
Henry D. Meinecke, a freshman,
to sell its 90 shares of Piscataquis
won first and second place in the 12th Iron Works stock, under the
present
annual University of Maine Photo offer, if the other stockholders agree
Contest sponsored by the Photography to sell," Frederick S. Youngs, University treasurer, said this week.
Club.
The General Chemical Co. three
Meinecke won first prize with his
weeks ago offered to pay $1200 per
untitled photo of a snow shovel with share
for the stock if all 1000 outa shadow effect. He took second prize standing shares were made available
.
with a photograph of a glass bottle
The University would get $108,000
taken just at the instant when it was for its shares from which the annual
shattered by an unseen object. This income has been about $900. The
photo was entitled "Disintegration." U. of M. is one of three institutions
Lawrence Goldthwait, assistant pro- that received 90 shares by the will of
fessor of geology, took third honors F. W. Hill, Bangor, who died in 1920.
The Bangor Library and Eastern
with his picture, "Sir Archie," a
Maine
General Hospital are the other
photograph of a dog.
two.
Other entries were submitted by Dr.
The income was derived from the
John F. Klein, professor of German;
lease held by the General Chemical
Prof. Weston S. Evans, head of the
Co. since 1928 and from timber operacivil engineering department; and students Glendon B. Jordan, Norman R.
Moulton, Roger L. Dupont, Robert C.
Carey, Robert N. Philips, Webster
Groves. and Alfred M. Wynne.
The judges for the contest were
Prof. Vincent A. Hartgen, head of
the art department; James G. Garvin.
Jr.. photographer for the Agricultural
Experiment Station; Dr. Frederic T.
Martin, associate professor of chemistry; and Howard A. Keyo, director of
publicity.
The prize winning photographs
were on display in the Louis Oakes
Room last week.
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Script Contest

The fields of research and development
invite ingenuity of the chemical engineer

Mill St., Or

i

man Meeting

tions on the property.
Father John E. Oesterreicher, JewOwners of more than half the stock
have indicated a desire to sell.
ish
convert to Catholicism, spoke at a
The second annual International
It was previously announced that Theatre Month Radio Script Contest special meeting last night at
Newman
some of the shareholders had voted is now underway. The contest is spon- Hall. Choosing
for his topic "The
to accept the offer and had placed sored jointly by the Maine Masque
Walls Are Crumbling," the priest adtheir shares in escrow with the East- Theatre and the Maine Radio Guild.
dressed Newmanites and the general
ern Trust and Banking Co. of Bangor
The purpose of the contest is to ob- public. Norman Roy, vice
president
pending completion of the negotiations. tain a script
for a half hour broadcast of the Newman Club, introduced
the
At the time the $1.200,000 proposi- over station WLBZ, Bangor, Friday, speaker.
tion was announced, Joseph M. Tre- March 28 at 10:35 p.m. in celebration
Ao Austrian, Father Oesterreicher
fethen, professor of geology at Maine, of International Theatre Month which
fled to the United States by way of
who is also State Geologist, said that is March.
Italy and France when Hitler invaded
any engineering company interested in
The script should focus the attention his home country in 1938.
the Katandin Iron Works is thinking of the people
within the listening range
He is research professor of sacred
in terms of sulphur rather than iron of the Bangor
station on the theme of theology at Manhattan
ville College of
ore.
"World Peace Through World Un- the Sacred
Heart. He is author of
He cited the growing demand for derstanding."
"The Apostolate to the Jews," "The
sulphur in industry, and added that it
All scripts must be submitted before Blessed Virgin
and the Jews," and
is inevitable that any mining operation Saturday, March 8. All entries
will numerous magazine articles.
at "KI." as the mine is called, in the become the property of the Maine
future would be for sulphide. with iron Radio Guild and the Maine
Masque
The Maine Campus phone number
as a probable by-product.
Theatre.
is Ext. 52.

Ch.E's at Du Pont

PIRK'S 11.111DIVIRE

Ari

Fr. Oesterreicher
March 8 Set
As Deadline For Addresses Special
New

Research and development work in
chemical engineering often overlap
at Du Pont, except where the research is fundamental.
The chemical engineer occupied
with fundamental resParch is chiefly
concerned with basic studies of unit
operations and processes involving
reaction kinetics, thermodynamic
properties of fluids, high-pressure
techniques,equilibrium studies, heat
transfer and the like. Such studies
often lead to lower-cost manufacturing processes. Some recent projects
in fundamental research have been:
1. A study of fluidized catalyst reaction unitsincluding degree offluidation, temperature uniformity,catalyst activity and life, and conversion
of feed gases.
2. Studies of the fundamental transfer relations between phases, for instance, gas and liquid, in reacting
materials.
Apart from the chemical engineers
engaged in fundamental research,

there are many groups working in
applied research and development.
In fact, this is the major part of the
chemical engineering work done at
Du Pont. Here are examples of the
literally hundreds of unusual problems they have solved:
1. Designing equipment for producing pure silicon at 1000°C.(Though
one of the starting compounds is
highly corrosive, only spectroscopic
traces ofimpuritiescan be tolerated.)
2.Developing a high-pressure liquidphase process to replace the standard dry method of producing sodium
azide formerly employed.
3. Designing a continuous flow,gasliquid reactor for use in making a
fiber intermediate under pressure.
4. Developing, from laboratory research results, a process for largescale production of complex polymeric materials used in the manufacture of color photographic film.
These examples can only hint the
variety and originality of problems

SEEKING new ways ti coat plastic on wire:
Carl Hellman, B.S.Ch.E., Syracuse '50; and
J.M.McKelvey,Ph.D.Ch.E.,Washington'50.

[SECOND OF A SERIES]

constantly arising at Du Pont. They
indicate the challenge as well as the
broad opportunity awaiting the talents and ingenuity of the young
chemical engineer who wants a career in research and development.
NEXT MONTH —The chemical engineer's role in plant operation at Du Pont
will be discussed in the third article in
this series. Watch for it!
SEND FOR your copy of "The
Du Pont Company and the College Graduate." Describes opportunities for men and women with
many types of training. Address:
2521 Nemours Bldg.,Wilmington,
Delaware.

SEG. U. S. PAT. Or

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
. . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY
Entertaining, Informative — Listen to "Cavalcade of
America." Tuesday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast

PARS
MEASURING pore-size distribution of porous
media used in filtration: Harold P. Grace,
B.S.Ch.E., Univ. of Pennsylvania '41; and
Nym K. Seward, B.S.Ch.E., Lehigh U.'47.

INSPECTING a new type of high-pressure reactor:
RobertJ.Stewart,B.S.Ch.E.,Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute '50; and Henry Smithies,
M.S.Ch.E., University of Michigan '50.

STUDYING plate in stainless -steel tower used to
determine efficiency of designs: C. M. Camel,
Jr., S.M.Ch.E., M.1.T.'48; and J. B. Jones,
M.S.Ch.E., University of Michigan '46.
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Leap Year Odds U.S. Navy Offers Co-ed Sailors High School
Are 3-1 In Favor Two Six-Week Summer Camps Debate Contest
Starts Friday
Of The Co-eds

Co-eds with a yen to join the navy
now have an opportunity to go to sumOfficial figures on spring registra- mer camp. A new navy officer trainprogram includes two six-weeks
tion reveal a total of 2,115 men and ing
summer training periods at the Naval
682 women. The general odds of 3-1 Training Station at Brainbridge, Md.
make the co-ed's outlook for the leap
On Tuesday, February 12, Lt. Franyear pretty good.
ces F. Biadasz, Assistant to the ComThe senior girls have the best odds mandant, will visit the campus to talk
with a 4.5-1 ratio, the exact figures to Freshman, Sophomore, and Junior
being 524 men to 116 women. Odds women who are interested in becoming
for bachelor survival among juniors officers in the Naval Reserve. Lt.
are 3.3-1 and for sophomores 2.6-1 Biadasz will speak at a group meeting
The figures are 446-135 and 485-186 at 3:15 p.m. in Room 218 of the Library.
respectively.
There are just four women to 74
The ROC Program is open to stumen in the graduate field and 26 men dents who are 18 (or will be 18 by
to 13 girls in the special students July of this year) and who will not
category. Two year Aggies have 27 reach their 27th birthday before commen and one woman for the first year pletion of college and the Navy trainand 14 men alone in the second. There ing.
are 45 three year nurses.
The pay for the first summer camp
is $95.55 per month plus housing, food,
Today's news may not be news uniforms, medical care, and books.
tomorrow. Call us today at Ext. 52. Pay for the second training period is

$117.60 per month plus housing, food,
uniform, medical care, and books.
Students Will Not Be Ordered To
Active Duty Before Graduation From
College.
Applications will be accepted up to
but not later than February 21, in
Boston, Portland or Bangor.
Further information and literature
may be obtained by interested students
from the Placement Bureau.

Masque Announces Plans
For Coming Productions
Tryouts for the Maine Masque's
next two plays will be held Feb. 10,
11, 12 at 7:15 p.m. in the Little
Theatre.
"The Importance Of Being Ernest,"
by Oscar Wilde and "My Heart's In
The Highlands," by William Saroyan
have been chosen as the next two productions.
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Calendar

THURSDAY,FEB. 7
7 p.m.—Intramural Basketball,
Memorial Gym
Sixty teams from 18 high schools 7:15 p.m.—Scabbard and Blade,
15 Coburn
will participate in the 4th annual
FRIDAY,
FEB.8
Maine High School Debate Contest
1 p.m.—High School Debate
to be held here this week end, Feb. 8
Tournament, Louis Oakes Room
and 9, according to an announcement Basketball—Maine vs. New Hampby Prof. Wofford G. Gardner, head
shire, Home
of the speech department.
SATURDAY,FEB.9
The week end preceedings will begin 1 p.m.—High School Debate
Tournament, Louis Oakes Room
with the teams registering in the Louis
2-4 p.m.—A0Pi benefit studentOakes Room between 1:30 and 2:30
faculty card party and food sale,
p.m. Friday and ending with the finals
North Estabrooke downstairs
of the contest late Saturday afternoon.
dining room, 30 cents admission
The topic for all teams will be, ReSUNDAY,FEB. 10
solved: That All American Citizens
8,9, 10,and 11 a.m.—Catholic
Should Be Subject To Conscription
Services, Our Lady of Wisdom
For Essential Service In Time Of
Chapel
War.
9:15 a.m.—Episcopal Services,
Orono High School was the contest
Canterbury House
winner last year. Orono's two winning 11 a.m.—Protestant Services,
debaters, Theodore Durst and Dana
Little Theatre
Devoe, are now University freshmen.
MONDAY,FEB. 11
7 p.m.—Intramural Basketball,
Memorial Gym
TUESDAY,FEB. 12
7 p.m.—Intramural Basketball,
Memorial Gym
7 p.m.—Square Dance, Women's
Gym
7 p.m.—WSGA. Carnegie Lounge
8 p.m.—Mrs. Maine Club, Balentine
Recreation Room
WEDNESDAY,FEB. 13
7:30 p.m.—Interfraternity Council, Carnegie Committee Room
8:15 p.m.—Kell Chamber Players,
Memorial Gym

•
Boyd & Noyes, Inc.
Jewelers
First Quality Diamonds
Exclusively

25 Hammond St., Bangor
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4,4
Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

The
Merrill
Trust Company
With twelve offices in
Eastern Maine
Mentber Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
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It takes fine tobacco to give you a better-tasting
cigarette. And Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.
But it takes something else, too—superior workmanship. You get fine, light, mild, good-tasting
tobacco in the better-made cigarette. That's why
Luckies taste better. So, Be Happy—Go Lucky!
Get a carton today!
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Beciiiqads Black Bears To Meet Wildcats Here Friday
BY DANA WARREN

Maine Skiers
Will Compete
At Dartmouth
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Two varsity and one Frosh contest
are scheduled for this week end, but
the intramural track meet will be a
feature event. University athletes of
intramural, freshmen or varsity status
will be eligible to compete in any or
The field house sportlight will shine
all of Saturday's events. The race for
on intramural track this week end
BY DAVE GETCHELL
both trophies, the Charles Rice and
BY DANA WARREN
when lettermen and non-lettermen
the Intramural, should be very close. The Maine Ski team
will head into alike
vie in competition for the Charles
Sigma Chi, Phi Gam, Phi Eta, and the snow country Friday
Coach Rome Rankin's varsity hoopwhen they Rice and intramu
ral trophies.
Kappa Sig appear to be favorites in travel to Hanover,
sters will be seeking their second win
N. H., for one of
the meet.
Weight events will be held on Friin the Yankee Conference circuit when
the big meets of the year, the Dartday afternoon and running events will
they meet a fast-improving New
Charlie Goddard, who cap- mouth Winter Carnival.
Hampshire five in the Memorial Gymtained the varsity basketball
Smarting from a defeat in the State start at 2 p.m. Saturday.
As usual, competition for the
nasium tomorrow night at 8:15. A
squad two years ago and set an Meet by a strong Bowdoin club a
victory would put the Black Bears in
all-time scoring record for a couple of weeks back, suffering from Charles Rice trophy is open to all,
fourth place in the YC scramble.
Maine man in the Memorial "examitis," and plagued by a lack of including varsity lettermen. All exGym, is currently coaching and practice on local slopes that have been cept varsity lettermen may compete
The NVildcats come to Orono holdteaching at Lubec. Big Charlie little good except for water skiing, the for the intramural trophy.
ing fourth place standing in conferCompetition for both cups is wide
turned in a good chore playing racers will be driving just the same
ence listing. They have one victory in
for the Calais Chiefs at Old Town for high honors in a contest that open with no monopoly on either cup
three starts. Maine is currently listed
last Sunday when he hooped 23 features many of the top ski teams in apparent, according to Chester A.
number 5 team with one win in 4
Jenkins, intramural track director and
points. The small gym there the East.
starts. The University of Massachuwasn't built for the likes of CharCoach Ted Curtis is not completely varsity track coach.
setts was the victim of both teams.
All fraternities, in addition to vieing
lie. who rapped his knuckles on pessimistic. He was pleased with the
The pale Blue, gaining momentum
for
the Rice and intramural trophies,
the balcony at one end when he skiing his men did in the State Meet
as the season progresses, will be bolwent up for high passes.
despite their loss and his team will will be competing to add points in the
stered for the remainder of the season
at full strength for the Dartmouth race for the All-Point trophy.
be
Hal Westerman lost a fine end
by the aid of John Norris, who beSigma Chi, Phi Gamma Delta, Phi
coach when John Maturo packed Carnival. The skiers have been workcame eligible with the start of this
Mu Delta, Phi Eta Kappa, and Kappa
his bags a couple of weeks ago ing out and keeping in "fair shape"
semester. Norris is number four on
Sigma
are expected to provide the
by
skiing
on any patches of snow they
and left for greener pastures
the conference list of individual high
stronge
competi
st
tion, but none of the
after completing the require- could find locally.
scorers with a 16.3 average. Bob
In the State Meet the cross-country five is a definite choice to take either
ments for a Master's degree in
Churchi
ll is number six on the list
of the two trophies.
Education. Maturo had been men again took all three top places.
with
a
15.3 average. New HampLast year, Phi Gamma Delta copped
coaching the unofficial varsity Grady Eriskson broke the hill record
shire's individual scoring is well disthe
Charles
A.
Rice
Trophy
and Phi
hockey squad, and had scheduled at Waterville in the jump. Maine
tributed with 5 men hitting better than
Eta Kappa won the intramural trophy.
a number of contests for the slipped in the downhill and slalom
a 10 point average.
The possibility of an intramural rerinkmen. He played varsity enough to lose the necessary points to
Rebounding from a defeat at Brunslay
race in competition for a third
win but the quality of their skiing was
hockey at Michigan.
wick
in their last contest before exams,
Presco
tt
trophy
Johnso
was
indicate
n,
d
track
by
top
director
man
not impaired.
Coach Bob Hollway's Frosh cagers
the Bears have been working hard for
in
the
Jenkins
35-lb.
.
hamme
It
would
be
sometim
event
held
r
for
e
Curtis will be relying on co-captains
will see action this Friday when they
the coming game with New Hampshire
Dick
Hatch and Grady Erickson, in within the coming three weeks in the the varsity track team, will
meet Hebron academy in the prelimicompet
house.
e
field
in the Charles Rice and will have the advantage of playThis type of race has not
nary contest to the varsity tilt. The addition to Bob Irish. Lehan Edwards, been held since World War
ing on home territory. The Wildcats,
trophy
event
Friday.
II,
acFrosh have had a three week lay-off. and Bob Chase to lead the Maine cording to Jenkins.
althoug
h showing much improvement
Photo by Marcour
skiers in the scoring. He has some
but if they show the same drive and
during the season, are in a "building
other promising men in Bill Bird, Bob
spirit as in previous games, Hebron
year" with a team composed primarily
Adams, and a newcomer to the team
will have a tough chore.
of underclassmen.
this semester. John Brago
The Varsity one-mile relay team
Probable starters for the Rankinmen
shone last week end when it took secwill be: forwards. "Woody" Carville
ond place in the Yankee Conference
and Bob Churchill: center, John Normile at Boston. Members of the team
ris: guards. Capt. Jack Christie and
were Jack Wathan, Mac Osborne.
Bob Nixon.
Hebron Academy will be here FriThe Maine Hockey Club will get its
"Coke" Haskell, and John Bowler.
This five man combination will be
Sigma Nu, Center Oak. and Dunn 1 day
night to tangle with Coach Bob first taste of action Saturday against
Rh..de Island won the event.
appearing for the first time on the
drew first blood with the start of intraSt. Domonick's High School of LewisTed Curtis' varsity skimen will
home court and gives the Bears plenty
mural handball competition last Mon- Hollway's improved Frosh basketballton, one of the rulers of Maine high of
meet some classy competition
ers
in
the
prelimi
strength in all departments. Churnary
game to the
day. Sigma Nu defeated Theta Chi
school hockey rinks.
this week end when they travel
chill
and Norris provide a double
varsity'
and Dunn 1 defeated Corbett 1, while
s tussle with New Hampshire.
to Hanover, N. II.. to enter the
The skaters are looking forward to threat in the hook shot and
Center Oak won by forfeit over North
in the "in
Coach Hollway said that he exDirt
th
this meet. With their regular coach under play" while Carville
Winter
Carnival dorm 8.
is
a strong
pected
many additions to his squad.
J udging front performances this
Nineteen teams are competing in the Several freshmen who have confined gone, their club not as yet fully recog- defensive man on the boards. Christie
%inter. Grady Erickson ill be a
sport under the supervision of faculty their first semester activities to study- nized by the university, and the ex- and Nixon can both be deadly from the
tough man for any • to beat
penses of the trip coming from their outside and will be hard
director Sam Sezak.
men for the
ing will probably report this week.
in the jumping event. Sophoown
pockets, 14 or 15 rabid pucksters Wildcats to stop under any
Four of the 19 teams comprise the
circum-The
team has shown marked progmore Bob Irish is capable of
dormitory division and the remaining ress recently, especially on defense," are nevertheless headed for western stances.
turning in a top-notch performMaine this week end.
15 make up the fraternity division. Flollway said.
Last year Maine defeated New
ance in the downhill and slalom.
Ed Bryand. a student and one of Hampshire twice: 59-51
here, and 55Although the University of Massathe original sparkplugs behind the 53 at Durham.
chusetts is currently on the bottom of
Hockey club, will be taking over as
the Yankee conference basketball pile.
playing coach for John Maturo.
their captain, Bill Prevy, is top man
Nfaturo left Maine at the end of
on the individual scoriog list with a 23
BY PERLESTON PERT, JR.
January after having completed the
pfiiiit average. Fred Cogleton of
necessary hours needed for a Master's
A look at intramural basketball
Rhode Island is second with an 18.5
FRATERNITY DIVISION
degree. He will receive this from
Practice for the spring tennis seastandin
gs
at the end of the Fall semes- Team Won Lost Team Won Lost
record and Connecticut's Vin YokaMichigan as soon as the credit is son will begin Feb.
PEK
ter
shows
15 in Memorial
7
Phi
0
Eta
Kappa
TC
still in the
baskas is third with 17 points. Yoka3 5
transferred. .Maturo was known by Gym, according to Ted
7 I SN
2 4
Curtis, faculty
baskas set an all-time conference rec- lead in the fraternity division with a KS
PGD
most people not as a student but as a manager of athletics.
6 1 SPE
2 5
ord in 1950 when he averaged 21.5 for perfect record of seven straight vic- PM D
5 1
BTP
very successful end coach last fall for
2 5
Candidates for the varsity and freshSA E
the season. Maine's John Norris and tories.
7 2 LCA
2 6
Hal
Westerman's football team.
man
ATO
6
teams will meet in the classroom
3
TEP
Rob Churchill are in fourth and sixth
1 5
Third floor Corbett heads the list in
6 3 TKE
1 6
located on the ground ffix1r of the gym
places with 16.3 and 15.3 records re- the American League of the dormitory PKS
AGR
4 5 DTI)
0 8 Varsity Rifle Team
at 3 p.m.. Feb. 15 for organization.
spectively. Churchill placed in the first division, sporting a record of six wins SC
4 5
against no losses. In the National
ten last year.
Practices will be held regularly
NON-FRATERNITY DIVISION
To Fire Postal Match
Both the varsity and freshman ten- League of the same division, a threeuntil the date of the annual southern
American League
The Varsity Riflemen, with a 1 and trip scheduled this
nis squads are getting an early start on way tie exists between Castoffs, Grads, Team Won Lost Team Won Lost
year to begin
6 0 Dunn 2 2 3 2 record in New England competition, March 28. Three southern teams have
the season. Faculty Manager Ted and North Dorm 7—each team having Corh 3
Dunn 3
4 1 East Oak 1 4 take on the University of San Fran- already been booked
Curtis has announced that practice will won four games and lost none.
with two others
Corb 4
4 1
Newman 1 5 cisco and Yale trigger squeezers this tentativ
start in the Memorial Gymnasium Feb.
ely
listed.
Phi Eta, accustomed to outscoring Corb 1
4 2 Dunn 1
1 5
week in a postal match.
15 and continue until the varsity's its opponents by wide point margins, Dunn 4
Yankee Conference competition has
4 2 W-C-Oak 0 4
In their Jan. 19 shoot-offs against already been signed
2 2
iouithern trip which will begin March ran into difficulty against a determined Corb 2
with Connecticut.
the University of Massachusetts. the Rhode Island. and
National League
Phi Kap team during the week before
New Hampshire.
Won Lost Team Won Lost Pale Blue came out on top. First five The Maine State Series
finals. Trailing all the way, Phi Kap Team
will be held
Castoff
4 0 Trailers 2 3 members of the team are Hutchins, with Bowdoi
Bob Meeks, varsity ski captain staged a last quarter rally to come Grads s
n.
Colby,
and
Bates.
4 0 ND8
1 3 Smith, Grove. Getchell. and Schlaack.
Three tentative dates have been
here last year, has arrived in Oslo, within two points of Phi Eta. But ND 7
4 0 No HMI 1 5
arSchlaack is currently the tenth rank- ranged for the freshma
Norway. to compete in the Winter time ran out with Phi Eta ahead by So Ants
4 1
ND 5
0 4
n squad and
ND 10
3 2 So IIHH 0 5 ing marksman in the New England more are planned against
Olympics.
4(1-44.
other Maine
ND 6
2 3
College Rifle League.
colleges and academies.

Handball Tourney
Starts First Round

University Trackmen To Seek Bear Hoopsters
1Try For Second
Rice And Intramural Honors
YC Victory

Strong Frosh Five Maine Hockey Club
To Meet Hebron
Travels To Lewiston
In 6:15 Preliminary For Initial Action

Within The Walls

Indoor Net Practice
To Start Next Week
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$45 Prize Offered
I To Winner Of Play

University Society
El•

Writing Contest

By FRANCES Dzox

Quite a relief to have fnals, reports, Elcslge Clayton Dodge
Students planning to enter the anemcee.
and papers all over with for a while, Chaperoning were Mr. and Mrs. ICH- nual Hamlet Playwriting Contest must
huh? A new semester to look forward Rani Feeney and Mr. and Mrs. Her- leave their manuscripts at the Registrar's by February 15.
to. You know, a new semester is some- bert Wood.
The play should be an original onewhat like a new year. The old has THE ROUNDUP
act
drama that can be used on the
Roped: Joan Grant, Univ. of Penn.,
passed never to be relived. People look
stage
instead of merely for reading. A
forward to the new while making to Richard Wheeler, Lambda Chi; prize of approximately $45 is offered
Ellen
Mary
Chalmers
Scott
Welto
resolutions and hoping life in general,
don, Delta Tau; Melissa Parker to to the winner of the contest.
and studies, o f
Perry Hunter, Theta Chi: Ellie New. The student's name, with the title
course, will b e
hook to Sid Butler, ATO: Judy Rip- of the play, should be submitted at the
better and easier
same time in a sealed envelope, but
ley
to Earle Young, 1 klta Tau.
than before.
should appear nowhere on the manuCorralled: Alice Farnsworth. BanWendell Philscript itself.
gor, to Edward Day; Carolyn Lindlips said that
A complete list of the rules may be
quist to Ciraud Foster, Centreville,
"every man meets
secured
from Mrs. Margaret Hamilton,
Md., Sarah Bouchard to James Pyne,
his Waterloo at
Stevens
200
Hall, secretary of the
Island
Long
Ambrose
Arlene
to
last." Maybe some
English Department.
Dougherty;
William
Crandin
Betsy
students will feel
that way when they find out their ranks to Glen Monaghan, Cape Cod.
but Tennyson takes a more optimistic
Branded: Hazel Brown to John Radio Guild To Meet
point of view and prefers to "ring out Standeven; Barbara Venner to Bob
The University of Maine Radio
the old, ring in the new."
Philips; Charlene Fogg, Hampden
Guild will hold its first meeting of the
The Deans' offices have been busy Highlands, to Phillip Jones; Helen new semester Tuesday, February 12,
all week long with students dropping Rice, Bangor, to Herbert Hardy, Jr.; at 7:45 p.m. in 275 Stevens.
and adding courses. Yep, everyone is Marilyn Cockburn to Les Leggett.
getting ready to settle down to a new
semester of work. But it's not all work.
a new impetus with the spring semesSocial life on campus always receives
ter.
TKE held a vic dance last Saturday
evening with 25 couples attending.
THIS
Dave Haskell entertained with song
FIGHT
and dance accompanied on the piano
by Roland Pouliot with more fun
IS YOURS,
provided by Dottie McCann, Armond
Thebarge. and Mrs. Peg Feeney.
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Maine Athletics Above Scandal,
Says Hauck At Leaders' Dinner
"University of Maine athletics con- which about $3,000,000 is earmarked
form to a code ot athletic good prac- "dormitories."
The President said he felt that stutices," President Arthur A. Hauck
dent
leaders should have some knowlsaid in his "State of the University"
edge of the University's expenses and
address.
the sources of its income. Concerning
Speaking before about 100 students
the latter, he said that income is deand faculty members at the 4th Student
rived from the following sources: stuLeaders' Dinner in Estabrooke Hall
dents 31 per cent; the state 41.5 per
on Jan. 20, President Hauck said that
cent; the Federal government 16 per
there was no need of reform in Maine
cent; sales and services 8 per cent;
athletics because the University had
and the endowment and gifts 3 per cent.
never wavered from the good practice
Since the University opened in 1868,
code.
it has given formal instruction to about
The President announced in the 47.000 students. Of that number 30,637
course of his address that, barring un- students have studied for degrees.
foreseen emergencies, the temporary Slightly more than 15,000 have reEast and West Halls, located in the ceived degrees. The President exfield in front of Carnegie and Balentine pressed concern over the high perHalls, would be dismantled in the centage of candidates for degrees who
spring.
never complete the requirements. He
Discussing the 1951-52 budget, said that the administration is always
President Hauck said that the Uni- trying to lower the percentage of
versity faced a $96,000 deficit for the drop-outs and added that any suggesfiscal year. He explained that Maine tions on how to better the situation
had an expense budget of $4,112,000 of would be gladly received.
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new Parker"217 pen

The Sophomore Class executive
committee has set March 7 as the date
of the annual Sophomore Hop. Plans
were initiated in a committee meeting
yesterday.
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For the week of February 4, 1952
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It's precision-built
by the makers of worldfamous New Parker "51".
Offers the smart style...smart
features ... of pens selling at
twice the price.

For y.inning the Intranmral Debate
The recipient of this award is entitled to
$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERF ICE
ABSOLL TEL} FREE

HILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill street

Orono 61
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"Stops cr filling cre
fe,,vancl far between. It's
like my new '21' Pen."

'You've got o grip
like that new '21'
clipI"

Ii

6 st DEVELOPING — PRINTING — ENLARGING

Janel Photo Service
BANGOR
•
RECORDS — all speeds
Largest selection in Maine
Maine's most complete Music Store

.-;]

VINIEWS MUSIC CO.
Pickering Sq.

Kell
AV

It's the low-cost pen that will never let you down! No

Photographic Supplies

Bangor

scratching! No skips! No blots!
New "21" has the smooth-gliding Octanium point...
a patented ink control ... new fast-action filler. The ink
supply is visible ... and you get real protection against
leaking.
Ask your favorite pen de:der now to show you the
New Parker "21"—the most popular $5.00 pen. It's the
"what's new in school." Lustraloy cap. Choice of
points. Colors: blue, green, red, black. Set—pen with
matching pencil—$8.75. You'll do better this time by
buying a New Parker "21"!

"He's got such a smooth line!"
'For a smooth line, I'll
take t(1,- new '21' any day."

And—when it's time to hint for a gift—
hint for the finest of all: New Parker "51".
New Parker "51"and "21"Pens "write dry"
with Superchrome Ink. No blotters needed!
(They also use any other fountain pen ink.)

For a Friendly Lunch
Cope. 1952 by TI. Pork*, Fen Company
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